
SOUTH EASTERNPYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG CLUB 
2010/10/03 Limit Show: 
 
I would like to thank the Officers and Committee of the SE PMDC for inviting me to judge their Limited 
Show and special thanks to my steward, Linda, who did an excellent job. I was very pleased with my 
main winners especially Best In Show, Meakin's Jazanah Josephinite. Reserve Best Dog last year, he 
stepped up to the mark out of Graduate to take top honours this year. A fabulous 2 year old dog, he 
exuded quality. A handsome lad with a lovely domed head, eyes of dark amber-brown, set at the correct 
(oblique) angle and held a level topline both standing and on the move. Rear movement was a delight, 
showing off his excellent angulation. All round a superb dog who must surely go on to challenge for top 
honours in the future. Best Puppy In Show & Reserve Best Bitch, Burwell's Shanlimore Pheobe at 
Bursville, came out of the Minor Puppy Dog/Bitch class. At 8 months old she was very well up for size 
but still developing. Predominantly white, her coat was exactly what I would have expected given her 
ancestry. Correct head and eye shape. Perfect pigmentation and a similarly perfect pincer bite. A little 
fidgety when standing but moved well. Best Veteran In Show, Burwell's Bursville Georgies Girl, capped a 
successful day for her owners. Heavily marked girl of nearly 8 years. Sound all round with good pigment 
and dentition. A clear winner of a full Veteran Dog/Bitch class. Strongly boned with a broader skull than 
some in the class. I would have preferred a slightly tighter lower lip. Although slightly ponderous on the 
move, the quality of her angulation was impressive for her age.  
 
MPDB (2/0) 1 Burwell's Shanlimore Pheobe at Bursville. BPIS. 2 Dowdell's Ordessa Moonlit Stardrift. In 
complete contrast to 1, this young lady was exactly 6 months old on the day and clearly this was her first 
adventure in the show ring. Light blaireau colouring on a domed head. Pigmentation was good, all 
round, and a she has a clean scissor bite. Good depth of chest and just the right width. Angulation, 
although still developing, will undoubtedly allow her to move with drive and purpose but needs some 
work. Feet were tight and catlike.  
 
PD (1/0) 1 Absolom's Fontenay Newton Wonder. Just one day short of his first birthday, this youngster 
had excellent pigment all round. Eye placement was good but I would have liked to have seen a slightly 
darker eye. Correct coat condition, with adequate depth and breadth of chest. Rear movement was 
slightly sloppy and this affected his top line when on the move.  
 
JD (2/1) 1 Absolom's Fontenay Newton Wonder.  
 
ND (2/1) 1 Fox's Sketrick Just William. A much lighter boned dog who had clearly left the vast majority of 
his coat at home. Good pigment and perfect dentition. Depth and breadth of chest were acceptable but 
lacked adequate rear angulation which affected his movement and drive. Definitely one that needs time 
to mature. GD (2/0) 1 Meakin's Jazanah Josephinite. 2 Fox's Sketrick Just William.  
 
PGD (2) 1 Meakin's Jazanah Josephinite. 2 Fox's Sketrick Just William.  
 
LD (1/0) 1 Meakin's Jazanah Jaunty. Litter brother to BIS. An all-white dog, presented in excellent 
condition. Chest somewhat narrower than his brother's and this affected his front movement. Rear 



angulation was acceptable and, moving away, looked to have the necessary drive. Maintained a steady 
and level top line.  
 
OD (4/1) 1 Dowdell's Shanlimore Moonriver with Ordessa. RBD. More success for this very experienced 
breeder. A somewhat heavier dog, mainly white but with a just a hint of blaireau colouring. Best 
angulation in class and this was confirmed by his steady movement and maintenance of a level top line 
when on the move. Lots to like about this lad who was also Reserve Best Dog back in 2008. Pressed hard 
in the challenge. 2 Meakin's Jazanah Jaunty. 3 Tadd's Kricarno Kalculation. 4 year old, predominantly 
white dog. Well off for bone and presented and handled well. Maintained a level top line when standing, 
despite the deception of a coat that tried to fool by being slightly more profuse over his hindquarters. 
Lower lip line could be a little tighter. Somewhat lazy with the movement of his left, rear leg and would 
clearly have benefitted from being outside in a much bigger ring.  
 
VD/B (5/1) 1 Burwell's Bursville Georgies Girl. 2 Salter's Galliagh Ordizan. A much lighter boned bitch but 
at 10 years of age, still going strong. Appealing light markings on correctly set ears. Some loss of muscle 
around the skull meant that she had lost some of the head shape that she once had. Good breadth of 
chest for size. Front movement was not her fortune. 3 Burwell's Laudley Dyllan Thomas. At almost 9 
years of age 'Dyllan' is enjoying an extended show career. Very heavily (but correctly) marked dog of 
'the old school'. Eyes and ears appeared somewhat large in relation to his skull size. Dentition could be 
better but, in saying that, it clearly wasn't preventing him from eating his fill and he would benefit from 
carrying slightly less weight.  
 
PB (2/0) 1 Burwell's Shanlimore Pheobe at Bursville. 2 Dowdell's Ordess Moonlit Stardrift. S 
 
YB (2/0) 1 Dowdell's Ordessa Ivory Moon Crystal. A consistent winner since her first outing at the SE 
PMDC Championship Show, last year. Very appealing head shape with near perfect eye shape, 
placement and colour. Tight lower lip line. Coat in excellent condition. Well plumed tail that terminated 
in the desired shepherd's crook. A sound, if unspectacular mover. Would prefer a little more width at 
the front but could not deny her the win in this class. BB, BOS. 2 Tadd & Norster's Kricarno Krystal 
Karousel with Venland. Litter sister to my own but about as different as it is possible to get. Less 
substantial than 1 but with equally good eye shape and colour. Good pigment to eyes, nose and lips. 
Rather reluctant to be examined, especially the double dew claws. Very unsettled on the move but 
improved somewhat at the second time of asking. Could benefit from more handling.  
 
PGB (4/0) 1 Dowdell's Ordessa Ivory Moon Crystal. 2 Vogler's Pyrdanti Solitaire. Lightly coloured 2 year 
old bitch. Excellent pigmentation. Good eye placement and shape. Sufficient depth of chest but a little 
broad which tended to make her 'elbow out' on the move. 3 Munson's Alchazandis Foxminty Bear at 
Pyrbern. Slightly older and more mature bitch. Narrower in skull that 1 & 2. Coat colour and texture 
correct for breed. Movement was sound without being spectacular. Carrying a little more weight than 
she needs. Pigmentation had improved since the last time that I judged her.  
 
LB (4/0) 1 Dowdell's Ordessa Ivory Moon Crystal. 2 Vogler's Pyrdanti Solitaire. 3 Stratton-Baldwin's 
Kricarno Kyanite Kaous. A predominantly white bitch, almost 5 years old. Only lightly shown. Pleasing 



dark amber/brown eye rather spoilt by being slightly rounded. Full dentition and a tight lower lip line. 
Somewhat straighter in rear angulation that 1 & 2 and this significantly affected her movement.  
 
OB (2/1) 1 Dowdell's Ordessa Ivory Moon Crystal. Peggy Houston Memorial Stakes (7/2) 1 Dowdell's 
Ordessa Ivory Moon Crystal. 2 Meakin's Jazanah Jaunty. 3 Burwell's Bursville Georgies Girl. 
 
Barry Denyer 


